The existence of God
philosophical reflections

Can we prove God’s existence?
Thesis:
God‘s existence and authorship is the best explanation
for central features of our world.

The existence of God
What is a good explanation?
• A deeper fact that explains a whole range of other facts.
•
•
•
•
•

a pistol shot heard by several people
a masked man hurrying away in a black car some minutes later
a dead person found
a broken safe…
a murder!

• The explaining, deeper fact fits specifically to all the explained facts.

The existence of God
God‘s authorship as explanation
Properties of reality

Properties of God

design in nature

great intelligence and power, motivated to create a physical
dwelling place for man.
is a mind / person, created other minds

consciousness, mind
freedom, openness
moral reality

is free and motivated to create free, moral beings, seeking
for a free and loving relationship
God is a moral person and the ground of morality

• Properties of God fit to features of the world.
• God as creator or ground is an unifying explanation for such features.
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The existence of God
From Design in nature
The mathematical structure of the universe
Sophisticated mathematical concepts developed/discovered by the
human mind also structure the physical world.
It is difficult to avoid the impression that a miracle confronts us here,
quite comparable… to the two miracles of the existence of laws of
nature and of the human mind’s capacity to divine them.
The miracle of the appropriateness of the language of
mathematics for the formulation of the laws of physics is a wonderful
gift which we neither understand nor deserve.
Eugene Wigner
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(Wiki)

The existence of God
From Design in nature
Architecture of the laws of nature.
Example: The building blocks of matter.

•Suitable elemental particles (e.g. regarding mass, charge,
stability…)
•What binds electrons at the nucleus?
electromagnetic force
•What holds the nucleus together?
•Needed is a stronger force with short-range effect
 strong nuclear force
•Quantum mechanics for atom stability and chemical bonds
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The existence of God
From Design in nature
Fine Tuning of constants of nature (e.g. forces and masses of elemental particles).
Example: Gravity.
10-30?

Gravitation G
10-40

Strong nuclear force
EMF
10-2

Stronger gravity
bodies squashed, matter collapses.
Stars would be unstable.
Star light would consist of very energetic, hostile radiation.
Precision: More than 1:1030.
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The existence of God
From design in nature

„The impression of design is
overwhelming“
Paul Davies
Paul Davies

1. Strong evidence for design: A lot of factors, precisely and intelligently
tuned to enable complex chemistry and finally life.
2. A very intelligent being forming a material world in accordance with
mathematical concepts.
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The existence of God
From consiousness/mind
Basic properties of the mental
• Subjectivity
• Qualia
• Intentionality (ability to be directed mentally on real or imaginary world states)
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The existence of God
From consiousness/mind
Subjectivity / unity of the subject (ego)

Unity

Plurality

• Subjects are unitary indivisible centers
• Self-experience
• Our language / grammar
• Necessarily required to have thoughts.
• In contrast, a material being like a brain is composed of many components.
Subjects are not material things.
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The existence of God
From consiousness/mind
Qualia (as one type of contents of consciousness)
• Coulour experiences
• Olfactory experiences
• Pain experiences…
Contents of consciousness

Physical things

Non-spatial

Spatial

Physical terms are absurd (e.g. mass of Have only physical properties
a individual pain feeling)
Are given immediatly to the subject
(private); error is excluded

Qualia are not material things.

Only mediated via sense experience,
public, error is possible
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The existence of God
From consiousness/mind
„I believe we will have to leave materialism
behind. Conscious subjects and their mental life
are inescapable components of reality not
describable by the physical sciences.“
Thomas Nagel

Thomas Nagel

 Best explanation: The human mind is derived from another,
premordial mind (souls created by a creator)
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The existence of God
From freedom
1. Man has free will (self-determined will, ability to choose)
• Without free will, man would not be capable to grasp truth. He would be
determined by external factors, e.g. by brain processes, to believe what he
believes.
• He would not be morally responsible since what he wills and does would finally
not be under his own controll.
• We experience ourselves as responsible beings and having a free will.
2. If man would be a physical being and not have an immaterial self he had no free
will. Finally, he would function like other material things function.
3. Conclusion: Man is not a purely physical being; he has an immaterial self (with
freedom).
4. The immaterial self is created by an immaterial mighty creator who is free himself.
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The existence of God
From morality
1. There are objective moral duties and prohibitions. Prescribed to mankind with
an unquestionable authority.
2. Without an absolute, unquestionable moral authority there is no objective
morality.
3. Neither single men, nor groups of men have this property. Human moral
opinions are always questionable. „Why should this count as moral obligation?“
4. Matter or evolution have no moral authority. It could (maybe) explain the „is“
but not what we ought to do.
5. The only source of morality could be a personal being with an absolute moral
authority. And such an authority we call „God“.
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The existence of God
Conclusion
God as creator and ground of central features of reality provides a
specific, well fitting, and unified explanation of theses features.
Properties of reality

Properties of God

design in nature

great intelligence and power, motivated to create a
physical dwelling place for man.
is a mind / person, created other minds

consciousness, mind
freedom, openness
moral reality

is free and motivated to create free, moral beings,
seeking for a free and loving relationship
God is a moral person and the ground of morality
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The existence of God

For since the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities—his
eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, being
understood from what has been made, so that people are without
excuse (Rom 1,20).
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God as the best explanation for
• the design of the universe for life.
• the existence of natural laws at all and their
mathematical structure.
• the fact that man is able to understand them.
(physics, chemistry, philosophy)

A naturalistic worldview does not fit to the basic
features of reality, e.g. morality, freedom, the
fact of consciousness or design in nature.
(mainly philosophical)

